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THE TOTE BARGE PACKAGE INCLUDES
THE FOLLOWING:
Qty

1
1
1
3
1

Description
Tote Barge Hull
Push Handle/safety Sw. Assembly
Holding Bucket Bracket
Plastic Holding Buckets
Electrofisher Mounting Bracket Set

Items manufactured by companies other than Smith-Root carry the original
manufacturer’s warranty. Please contact product manufacturer for return instructions.
All Smith-Root, Inc. manufactured products are covered by a one year warranty.
Credit & Refund Policy: Customers returning equipment, in new condition, will be given credit five days
from the date of the return. A return authorization must accompany returns. Valid equipment returns
include, but are not limited to, ordering incorrect equipment, funding deficits, and defective equipment
returned for reimbursement. All returns are subject to a restocking fee and applicable shipping charges.
The restocking fee is figured at 10% of the purchase price but not less than $20.00. Customers receiving
equipment in damaged condition will be referred to the shipping company for insurance reimbursement.
7300.06 SR-7 Tote Barge - © 10.2020 Smith-Root, Inc.

www.smith-root.com
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INTRODUCTION

THE SR-7 ELECTROFISHING TOTE BARGE is a minimum draft,
flat-bottomed barge designed to carry an electrofisher. Generator and
frame are shock-mounted and secured in position with rubber straps. Onepiece plastic construction allows easy cleaning and
provides a strong platform to handle engine vibrations. Included is a bracket for holding three standard sized 5 gallon buckets, which can be used
for either specimen collection and sorting, or for
additional gear. An insulated push-handle is provided across the stern for maneuvering the barge
and includes a safety switch where output power
is automatically shut off when one or both handles
are released. The flat-bottom design supports 80 pounds per inch of draft.

FOR EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORT ONLY

MAX. PAYLOAD

WARNING!: The SR-7 Tote Barge is designed for the transport of
electrofishing equipment, holding tank and support gear. It is not
safe for human transport or for exceeding maximum payload (see
specifications on page 16).

SR-6: 200 LBS. | SR-7: 300 LBS.
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ELECTROFISHING TOTE BARGE

SETUP

COMPONENTS AND SETUP
Before assembling your Tote Barge, verify that you have received everything
that you ordered. Arrange as shown below.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Extension cable w/belt
5 gallon bucket
Bucket holding bracket
Anode pole
Generator
SR6JB junction box
APEX electrofisher
Push handle w/controls

10
9. Tote barge hull
10. Anode ring

*Make sure that the Generator is oriented in such a way that its exhaust output does not come
in contact with any other pieces of equipment and that its exhaust outlet is oriented towards
the fixed metal heat-shield mounted on the side of the barge. Failure to observe this may result in burnt or damaged equipment.

www.smith-root.com
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ASSEMBLY
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1

ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT:
Arrangement may vary from the above
depending on your equipment options,
type of electrofisher, specific electrofishing tasks, etc., but test for balance, buoyancy, and stability before electrofishing.

2

1. Place generator/electrofisher mount
inside bottom of tote barge, with the
APEX electrofisher’s front panel facing
rearward.
2. Place generator on forward section of
mount so that generator frame corresponds with the rails on the mount.
3. Place APEX control box on rearward
portion of mount, with rubber feet sitting in cutouts on floor of mount.
6
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ELECTROFISHING TOTE BARGE

ASSEMBLY

Insert the safety push handle into the mounting brackets and secure with bungee
cords as shown in picture.

SPECIMEN COLLECTION CONTAINERS
Included is a bracket with openings to hold up to three standard 5 gallon
buckets (included), which can be used to collect, sort or separate specimens.
Buckets unused for this purpose can also be used for carrying additional
equipment, gloves, etc.

www.smith-root.com
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CONNECTIONS
CONNECTIONS
SR7-JB Junction Box, which is connected by a short cable to the SR-7
cathode plate, controls electrofishing
output. It also expands the electrofisher output by providing connectors for
up to three extension cables.
The extension cable connects the
junction box and electrode pole. One
end of cable plugs directly into the
junction box and has three sturdy
strain relief clips attached to the SR-7
bow.
The other end of the cable makes a
mated connection to the electrode
pole and has a sturdy strain relief
attached to an adjustable nylon waist
belt.
An “in use -or- off” switch for two of
the three electrode connectors allows
use of 1, 2, or 3 electrodes. All active
electrode pole switches and the push
handle must be engaged simultaneously to provide electrofisher output.
The safety handle and its switch is
designed to prevent accidental activation when dropped or otherwise
not in use. The flap on the electrode
pole handle controls output to that
pole. Under normal circumstances,
when held firmly against the body of
the handle, output is engaged. When
released, output is interrupted. In the
case of this multiple pole setup, a ll
pole switches and the push handle
switch must be pressed to get output.
Releasing any one of the switches will
turn the output to all poles off.
8
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ENGAGED

DISENGAGED

ELECTROFISHING TOTE BARGE

ELECTRODE POLE
ELECTRODE POLE CONNECTION & OPERATION
Handle &
Safety Switch

Connector
Ring

Assemble Electrode
Pole as indicated:

1. Attach the Electrode Ring to the Anode Pole using a 7/16” wrench.
2. Connect the 25 ft. Extension Cable
to the Electrode Pole, as shown and
tighten.
3. Clip the Extension Cable to one of the
three hooks on the bow of the Tote
Barge.
4.CAUTION! Do NOT submerge plug on
the Electrode Pole. Use the waist belt
to keep the plug out of the water.

Strain relief clips

www.smith-root.com
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CONNECTING APEX
CONNECTION INSTRUCTIONS: APEX
WARNING!: Do not work on the electrical system while the
generator is running!
Connect as shown in illustrations.
The Safety Push Handle male connector plugs into the female connector
labeled Safety Switch on the SR7-JB
Junction Box.
The 25’ Extension Cable male connector plugs into female connector labeled
Anode #1 on the Junction Box.
NOTE: An Anode Connector must be
plugged into the socket labeled Anode
#1 to complete the circuit and activate
the Electrofisher.
If only one Electrode Pole is in use, be
sure Anode #2 and Anode #3 are in
the “OFF” position. To add one or two
additional operators, plug additional
Anode Cables into the SR7-JB Junction
Box and switch toggle position for Anode #2 and /or Anode #3 to “IN USE.”
The APEX output male connector plugs
into the female connector on the APEX
control unit labeled APEX OUTPUT
POWER.
The APEX control male connector
plugs into the female connector APEX
control unit labeled APEX CONTROL.
The magnetic switches on all the active Electrode poles must be operated
simultaneously to provide electrofisher
output.
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A. Safety handle connector
B. Anode plug #3
C. Anode plug #2
D. Anode plug #1

F

G

E. Anode pole connector
F. Anode #3 in use/off
switch
G. Anode #2 in use/off
switch

Refer to your APEX Manual for further
information on set-up and settings.
For setting up a GPP or other SmithRoot electrofisher, refer to previous
revisions of this manual, available at
www.smith-root.com/support
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ELECTROFISHING TOTE BARGE

MAINTENANCE
CATHODE SETUP AND MAINTENANCE
Connection point

Cathode plates

The cathode plate wiring comes already
assembled, but in the event that you
need to repair or perform maintenance
to it, follow these instructions:
1. Remove plastic screws and cover plate
2. Remove ring lugs from bolt.
3. After cleaning, maintenance,
reassemble in reverse order

On the bottom of the hull are four
stainless steel cathode plates. They
are bridged together with cables and
connected to the cathode cable coming from the junction box at the main
connection point at the inside of the
bow as shown in the diagram (Actual
location of the main connection point
may vary on some models).
To ensure safe, sure operation, the
cathode connections may need to be
tightened from time to time.
To access the main connection point or to replace a cable - remove the two
plastic screws that hold the round lid
on the end of the cover. You may need
to remove the wax or grease that is
packed inside to protect the connection against moisture.
The cable's ring lugs are fastened
down with a locking nut.
Re-assemble in reverse order, making sure that connections are solid to
prevent arcing and/or corrosion. Pack
with plumber's wax or beeswax.

www.smith-root.com
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SAFETY
TOTE BARGE ELECTROFISHING SAFETY
Electrofishing equipment uses voltages and currents that can be lethal to
humans. The operators must always keep in mind that the chance of receiving
an electrical shock is multiplied in or near water, but if used properly and with
good judgment it is safe.
Keep electrofishing equipment properly maintained: To prevent electrical
shock, all electrical equipment should
be carefully inspected before each
field operation. Check electrical wire
insulation, the junction boxes and
wire connections. Never connect or
disconnect wires on the Tote Barge
electrofishing system while the generator is running. Always have qualified electrical technicians service the
equipment.
Electrical bonding in the wiring harness between the control box and
the generator eliminate the possibility
of getting shocked while touching the
metal box and the generator frame.
Check the grounding wire from the
generator's engine to the frame for
good connections. Test the bonding
from the generator to the control box
with an ohmmeter. The resistance
should be near zero. Check the nut
that grounds the generator and junction box between session and tighten
if needed.
Make sure that generator is solidly grounded to
generator frame. Check using an ohmmeter at
frame and generator. (Location and method will
vary depending on generator).
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ELECTROFISHING TOTE BARGE

SAFETY
CHECKLIST❏ The output audio alarm should be working
❏ Use only dip-nets with non-conductive handles
❏ Check that anode poles are free of cracks in fiberglass handles
❏ Check that anode rings are free of corrosion (clean if necessary)
❏ Anode rings should not have netting jury-rigged to ring, as it may cause
harm to fish
❏ Check that the cathode on boat bottom is not severely corroded or plated
❏ Check oil and fuel in generator
❏ Inspect all electrical wires for damage (do not use until repaired)
❏ Inspect the boat hull for damage
❏ Check generator ground connections

REQUIRED PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT:
Lineman electrical gloves rated for 1000 volts minimum should be worn by all
crew members. Lineman gloves prevent electrical current from entering and
flowing through the body. Even while wearing rubber gloves and waders, never
touch an electrode while the electrofisher is energized. Check the gloves for
leaks by blowing air into them like a balloon and then rolling the cuff closed. If
a leak is found, destroy and discard glove.
Neoprene chest waders and other non-breathable waders should be worn as
they provide good electrical insulation. Breathable waders are not recommended for Electrofishing. Footwear best suited to provide the greatest stability
while wading are recommended. (i.e. felt soles, cleats or studs)

LIFE JACKET
Wearing an inflatable life jacket is recommended for electrofishing while wading in rivers and lakes. Manual inflators are less likely to unexpectedly inflate
than automatic inflators. It’s wise to carry a spare gas container for inflatable
life jackets.
If a crew member does fall in, immediately shut the generator off.
www.smith-root.com
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SAFETY
FIRST AID KIT
It is recommended that you bring a First Aid Kit and a defibrillator with you
when you go electrofishing.

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• Brimmed hat
• Polarized sunglasses

• Sunscreen
• Rain gear

ELECTROFISHING CREW
• Never electrofish alone.
• All crew members should be
trained in the fundamentals of
electricity and safety. Every crew
member should also have CPR,
first aid training, and defibrillator
training. Review with the entire
crew the nearest hospital and
evacuation route.

• Designate one person to order
power of the electrofisher to be
turned on. Make it clear that any
crew member can order the power
off.
• All crew members should be alert
and attentive; take breaks as necessary.

SAFE ELECTROFISHER OPERATION:
• Shut-off the generator before mak•
ing any connections or part replacements.
• Shut-off the generator before entering or leaving the water.
• Always be sure that all crew members are clear of the electrodes
•
before starting the generator.
• Electrofish only as far as you can
•
safely wade.
• The Tote Barge is not designed to
carry a human.
•
• Never electrofish with spectators on
shore. Electric fields can travel large
distances through buried pipes, met- •
al culverts, metal sheet piling and
even some mineral deposits in the
streambed.
14
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When spectators show up during
electrofishing, stop the operation
and explain what you are doing. Explain the risk of being there and ask
them to please leave for their own
safety. If they refuse to leave, stop
electrofishing.
If water gets in the waders or gloves
stop working immediately.
Touching an electrode is not recommended, even while wearing Lineman’s gloves and waders.
Wade in the water carefully to prevent slips and falls.
Don’t operate an electrofisher if you
have any prior heart ailments or are
pregnant.

ELECTROFISHING TOTE BARGE

SAFETY
WARNING: Operating this equipment in a manner not specified in this manual, making modifications or using accessories not approved by Smith-Root
may impair the protection offered by the equipment.

WHAT IS ELECTRICAL SHOCK?
It is the current that passes through the human body that does the damage. The voltage is relevant, because it is the force that “pushes” the current
through the body. Experiments show that 20 to 500 Hertz (cycles/second)
Alternating Current (AC) is more dangerous than Direct Current (DC).
The voltages used by electrofishing gear can cause death by one of three
means:
1. Ventricular Fibrillation- Ventricular fibrillation is uncoordinated contraction
of the heart muscles. The heart quivers rather than beats. Electrical current
through the chest can cause this condition. Once a person goes into ventricular fibrillation, a defibrillator is needed. The defibrillator applies a pulse
shock to the chest to restore heart rhythm. CPR may help to keep a victim
alive until s/he can be defibrillated.
2. Respiratory Arrest- The respiratory center is at the base of the skull. Electric
current through the head can cause the breathing to stop.
3. Asphyxia- Asphyxia is caused by contraction of the chest muscles. When a
high level of electrical current passes through the body, a person may not be
able to let go of the “hot wire”. This may cause contraction of the chest muscles and the victim can’t breath. If the current is not stopped or the victim is
not removed form the point of electrical contact, asphyxia will result.

www.smith-root.com
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SAFETY

ELECTROFISHING SAFETY CHECKLIST
Before operating unit, make sure that:
❏ At least 2 people on the crew know how to administer first aid for electric
shock.
❏ Unit is clean and dry.
❏ All cables are in good condition, with no cracks or abrasions and that all
connectors are in place with no missing or damaged parts.
❏ Safety control switches are in good condition and functioning properly.
❏ Indicators and alarms are functioning properly.
❏ All personal protective equipment is in good condition.
❏ All electrical connections in the system are clean and tight.
❏ Electrodes are clean and in good condition, with no loose or damaged
parts.
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SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS*
Material:

Polyethylene

Length:

7 ft. (213.4 cm)

Beam

36 in. (91.4 cm)

Side Height:

14 1/2 in. (36.8 cm)

Transom Height:

16 1/2 in. (41.9 cm)

Weight (Approx.): w/APEX & generator: 360 lbs (163.3 kg)
Displacement (@ 80 lb./in.):

Max. Payload:

3.5 - 4 in. (8.9 - 10.1 cm)
300 lb.

*Specifications subject to change without notice.

www.smith-root.com
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info@smith-root.com
(360) 573-0202
Vancouver, WA USA
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